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In designing a spa that offers beauty treatments and preventative medical services, Nicole Migeon 

harnessed the therapeutic quality of the stunning local landscape—its lazy rivers, lush greenery, 

and vibrant orange coreopsis wildflowers. The clean-lined yet sybaritic interiors that resulted are 

well in tune with Mother Earth.

The spa is situated on the wellness center’s second level. Patrons are greeted in an airy 

reception area, where a wood-slat ceiling canopy and custom millwork helps foster an immediate 

serene and organic ambiance. Screening the adjacent lounge are floor-to-ceiling smart-glass 

doors that can be rendered opaque or transparent with the flick of a switch. Called the Green 

Room, the lounge beyond heightens the sense of tranquility with a softly burbling custom marble-

topped fountain. Light winks from a handblown-glass chandelier by Caleb Siemon and Carmen 

Salaza suspended above a banquette nook with seatbacks that incorporate verdant planters.

Treatment rooms line a hallway clad in dark-stained teak. Rooms themselves are sheathed in 

pearlescent wall covering and orange-tinted glass tiles that accent custom millwork topped by 

white solid-surfacing countertops. Oh, and did we mention the view? A sedum-planted roof that 

insulates the building—and brings the outdoors right in.
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Clockwise from left: Reception staffers sit at teak desks topped with 
recycled acrylic. Treatments are administered in soothing spaces enlivened 
with bold tangerine-hued fabrics and art by Marita Gootee. The Green Room’s 
symmetrical composition fosters relaxation; a leather-upholstered 
banquette offers views of a planted rooftop. In the waiting room, landscape 
photography by Susan Mikula hangs beneath custom LED light fixtures in 
milk-white acrylic; smart-glass walls can be made transparent with the flip of 
a switch. The teak-lined infrared sauna, a custom design. 


